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Notes
Most faculty members are using citation management software as the center of their workflow. Phase 1 - Build a deposit collection between ScholarSphere and Zotero. Also building in RSS feeds….Using Zotero as a “magnet” for other services.

Phase two - Examine how this functionality works. Does this help the faculty.

ALL materials from this project will be Open Source and shared with the community! (Yay!)

Focusing on the humanities user. Much larger percentage of humanities scholars NOT sharing their data. How can we help the humanities folks share their data? There is an unwillingness to share...How can we change this? How to help adapt the humanities to adapt their workflow to be more open?

Start where the researchers are.
Build easy {heh} archiving strategies.
Integrate search and retrieval.
ScholarSphere - using code that Hydra has produced; integration of tools such as use with Zotero; working on incorporating ORCID IDs, cloud services,

Other kinds of workflow support - Mediated deposit; Deposit of multiple files for one item record; Large files deposit using DropBox

UX group, research data, improved understanding of collections and sets

Q - why Zotero? Humanities faculty favor it. Easier to import a wider variety of formats.

Q - data sharing - how does it work? PSU views it as static thing, not a collaborative workspace. Publications, not data from work for future publications. Sharing settings adjustable.